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Which type of organization do you represent?

- National Ozone Unit: 59%
- Government, other than NOU: 6%
- Independent Expert: 9%
- UNIDO country office: 16%
- Technology manufacturer / supplier: 6%
- Training / Research: Other
Which gender do you have?

- Male: 61%
- Female: 39%
Do you expect any difficulties in the ratification process and its entry into force?

- No: 74%
- Yes: 26%
How will the KA affect your country?
(1 to 5 rating, where 1 means very low impact and 5 very high impact)
How competitive are low-GWP technologies for the following aspects? 1-5 rating

1 – low-GWP alternatives are very weak
5 – low GWP alternatives are very strong

Average

- Safety & reliability: 3.6
- Legislative framework: 3.1
- Energy efficiency & performance: 3.0
- Technology available: 2.6
- Skilled servicing staff available: 3.2
- Capital cost: 2.9
- Financial support available: 3.1
- Life cycle cost: 3.3
- Market demand & competitive advantage: 3.1
- Environmental impact: 3.7
Same question, converted to scale -2 x +2
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And for some *interaction* in the coming days...
Internet: WLAN-GUEST

Audience Interaction Made Easy.
Live Q&A, Polls and Slides for your Meetings & Events

# Enter event code
JOIN

or

CREATE EVENT
request a demo

Join at
slido.com
#Unido
Let us know directly if you agree or not...
Did you sleep well today?
Do you think that the Kigali amendment will bring good opportunities for your country?
Thank you for your attention!
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